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Abstract 

Formic acid oxidation has been widely studied at Pt as a model reaction to 

understand fundamental aspects of electrocatalytic reactions in fuel cells. Electrocatalytic 

oxidation of formic acid takes place through two parallel pathways (direct and indirect). 

The indirect pathway proceeds via CO as an intermediate, which is known to be responsible 

for the poisoning of Pt and its consequent decrease in activity. Surface modification of Pt 

with ad-atoms is known to hinder this poisoning and promote the direct pathway. The 

incorporation of polymers (polyaniline, polycarbazole, polyindole) as supports also 

increases activity. Irreversibly adsorbed Sb and Bi on Pt are known to show high 

electrocatalytic activity for formic acid oxidation. This work presents the dependence of Sb 

and Bi irreversible adsorption on immersion time, metal solution concentration and pH. 

The activity of Sb and Bi modified Pt was correlated against immersion time and percent 

coverage of Pt by ad-atoms. Polyaniline support effects in combination with a Bi modified 

Pt catalyst showed enhancement in oxidation current compared to Pt-Bi. 
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1 Introduction 
 

1.1 Fuel cells 

1.1.1 History and rationale behind fuel cell development 

Scientific work on fuel cells dates back to 1838 and Sir William Grove is credited 

with the fundamental research on a fuel cell [1, 2]. However, there is controversy in the 

literature about the inventor of the fuel cell. It is believed that the German chemist Christian 

Friedrich Schönbein published his scientific research work about a fuel cell in the 

Philosophical Magazine in the January issue of 1839. However, Grove is attributed for the 

fact that he introduced the concept of a hydrogen fuel cell by conducting a simple 

experiment involving two platinum electrodes immersed in a solution of sulphuric acid. 

The other ends of both electrodes were sealed in tubes containing hydrogen, oxygen and 

water. He observed a rise in the water level with the passage of current between the two 

electrodes. Grove named his experimental setup “a Gas Battery” [3, 4].  

It is also believed that the principle of the fuel cell was discovered by Christian 

Friedrich Schönbein [1, 5]. “The term ‘fuel cell’ was first used some 50 years after Grove’s 

‘gas battery’ by Mond and Langer in 1889, to describe their device which had a porous 

platinum black electrode structure, and used a diaphragm made of a porous nonconducting 

substance to hold the electrolyte” [6]. 

Fundamental research related to fuel cells such as the inverse process (electrolysis) 

dates back to 1800. Research on the interconnection of fuel cell components such as 

electrodes, electrolytes, oxidizing and reducing agents dates back to 1893 by Friedrich 
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Wilhelm Ostwald [2, 4]. In 1896, Willaim W. Jacques developed a fuel cell with practical 

applications. In 1921, Emil Baur developed the first molten carbonate cell and it was 

Jacques who developed the first high power systems of 1.5 kW and 30 kW in 1921 [2, 3]. 

Francis Thomas Bacon developed the first fuel cell to convert air and hydrogen directly 

into electricity. He also developed a fuel cell that was used in submarines in World War ΙΙ 

[4]. Bacon’s work was used to develop a fuel cell used by NASA in the “Apollo” spacecraft 

by a company called “Pratt and Whitney” [3, 7, 8]. 

 In early 1900, it was realized that hydrogen could become a common fuel for 

energy production, like coal, and that the twentieth century would be the beginning of a 

new era of “Electrochemical Combustion”. The forecast about fuel cells replacing fossil 

fuels, however, even now in the twenty-first century, has not yet been accomplished [3]. 

Since 1950, the use of Teflon (polytetrafluoroethylene) or PTFE made it possible to 

develop aqueous fuel cells with platinum electrodes in acidic eletrolytes and carbon 

electrodes in alkaline media. Hence, the original design of the fuel cell was changed in 

1955 by Thomas Grubb as he used a membrane made of polystyrene sulphate as an 

electrolyte and his work was extended by Leonard Niedrach, who develop a catalyst by 

deposition of Pt on the membrane for the redox reaction of hydrogen and oxygen [3, 8]. 

As far as the history of the development and implementation of practical terrestrial 

applications of fuel cells is concerned, the first fuel cell applied for transportation was 

developed by General Motors in 1960 but only for experimental purposes. Later on in 1993, 

Ballard (a Canadian company) demonstrated that buses can be powered by polymer 

electrolyte (PEM) fuel cells. Following the above examples, the automobile industry was 
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revolutionized by a dream of new technology “the hydrogen economy”.  Fuel cells powered 

vehicles for commercialization were thought to be on the horizon. A sizeable portion of 

automobile manufacturing company’s budgets were dedicated to the research and 

development to compete with rivals for the introduction of commercial vehicles powered 

by fuel cells. Although the commercialization of fuel cell powered vehicles has been began 

[9], it is largely a work in progress to be able to compete with fossil fuel driven vehicles 

[10, 11] mainly due to high cost [12]. 

There are serious benefits to the environment and economy through the 

development of alternative or renewable energy sources. There is a continuous increase in 

energy demand due to growing population and the staggering use of modern technologies. 

Major chunks of energy come from fossil fuels [13]. The dependence on a single source 

(fossil fuels) of energy is a precarious situation as a shortage could be disastrous for the 

modern industrialized world [1]. Moreover, fossil fuel combustion has adverse effects on 

the environment as it produces SOx, NOx, CO2 and particulate matter. The production of 

hydrocarbons and NOx increases the ozone level in the lower atmosphere causing 

detrimental health effects. Particulate matter is the major cause of several respiratory 

infections. Production of SOx causes acid rain that is detrimental to plants [7]. The above 

described disadvantages of fossil fuels have directed significant research towards 

environment friendly energy sources [14].  

Fuel cells are considered one of the environmental friendly technologies which are 

free from the production of green house gases (provided that the fuel used is from 

renewable resources) and particulate matter. Fuel cell driven machines possess higher 
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energy efficiency relative to fossil fuel driven machines [15] and low maintenance costs. 

Although fuel used in fuel cells may contain carbon, the carbon emissions can be 

compensated by the regeneration of the fuelstock if it is produced from sustainable 

resources [16]. Moreover, since fuel cells are energy production devices as opposed to 

energy storage devices like batteries [17], they can be used for local production of energy. 

Hence, fuel cells can be used for distributed power supply purposes to avoid the cost of 

transmission lines and line losses. Furthermore, fuel cells are superior to photovoltaics, 

micro turbines and wind turbines applied to distributed power generation systems as shown 

in the table 1.1 [5, 18]. 

                                      Engine:diesel              Turbine generator      Photo voltaics              Wind turbine               Fuel cells 

 
Capacity range 

 
500 kW-5 MW 

 
500 kW-25 MW 

 
1 kW-1 MW 

 
10 kW-1 MW 

 
200 kW-2 MW 

                       
Efficiency  

 
35% 

 
29-42% 

 
6-19% 

 
25% 

 
40-60% 

 Capital 
Cost($/kW) 

 
200-350 

 
450-870 

 
6600 

 
1000 

 
1500-3000 

                         
Operation & 
maintenance cost 
($/kW) 

 
0.005-0.015 

 
0.005-0.0065 

 
0.001-0.004 

 
0.01 

 
0.0019-0.0153 

Table 1.1. Comparison of fuel cells with other power generation systems [5, 18]. 

Commercially, fuel cells have incredible potential in the market for portable 

devices. Power sources for devices such as laptops, cameras, cell phones, radios, and power 

tools are required to have low cost, long run times, short response time, small size, long life 

and light weight [19] and a probable replacement of batteries by fuel cells has an estimated 

market value of £6bn and an overall global market potential of £13bn [16].  
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1.1.2 Commercialization challenges 

Despite all of the above advantages, fuel cells have not been extensively 

commercialized [18, 20, 21]. There are a few hurdles to overcome for a wide range of 

commercialization such as cost, life time, durability and accessibility, although progress 

has been made in recent times [18, 22]. A major cost issue comes from the use of Pt as the 

main electrode material. We know that Pt is scarce and it is very expensive. To mitigate the 

issue of Pt cost, the use of nanoparticles (NP), making use of other metals to reduce the 

quantity of Pt and use of support materials such as polymers have been suggested [23]. The 

cost has been reduced from $275/kW in 2002 to $73/kW in 2008 [22] and furthermore to 

$47/kW in 2012 [24]. It is still high relative to an internal combustion engine (ICE), which 

is the major rival of fuel cells for commercialization [22]. Other than cost, the durability of 

fuel cells is another major issue for commercialization with stability issues such as Pt 

agglomeration and Pt degradation [25]. Pt is also prone to poisoning by CO, H2S, NH3, and 

carbon-hydrogen compounds in the H2 stream. Poisoning of Pt reduces the long term 

electroactivity of the catalyst which reduces the overall efficiency of the fuel cell. 

Furthermore, the stability issue that arises by the degradation of MEA (membrane and 

electrode assembly) limits long term use of fuel cells. Commercial usage for light weight 

vehicles requires 5000 hours of operation, over 4000 hours for stationary power generation 

and about 50,000 hours for portable technologies. Currently, most fuel cells can not go 

longer than a thousand hours of operation [22, 26]. 

Despite all of the above challenges, fuel cells are considered a viable option to 

replace ICEs in the transportation sector because they are a major consumer of fossil fuels 
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and hence a source of environmental pollution worldwide [27]. Fuel cells are superior 

relative to ICEs in performance, maintenance cost and running cost; although the initial 

price of a fuel cell is higher than an ICE. Therefore, fuel cells vehicles (FCVs) are costly 

compared to ICEVs [18].  It has been expected that the cost of FCVs will drop by 90% by 

2020 and hence it is expected that FCVs will be mass produced [28]. CUTE (clean urban 

transport for Europe) [29], ECTOS (ecological city transport energy project) and Australian 

STEP (sustainable transport energy project) are a few examples of pilot projects using 

FCVs worldwide [22]. 

1.1.3 What is a fuel cell? 

It is an electrochemical device that produces electrical energy by converting fuel 

into water, heat and other possible products. A fuel cell is an open thermodynamic system 

and it differs from a battery (a closed system) as it does not store reactants (fuel) or 

electrical energy, it does not need charging, and it can be used for an extended time period 

before replacement. A fuel cell converts chemical energy to electrical energy via an 

electrochemical process and it continues its operation provided that the fuel is continuously 

supplied and products are removed (usually water) [30, 31]. 

1.1.4 Working principle 

A fuel cell consists of two electrodes (anode, cathode) and an electrolyte. The two 

electrodes are separated by an electrolyte to avoid a direct connection and it works as a 

membrane to transport ions selectively between the two electrodes. The anode is for 

oxidation and the cathode is for reduction. The fuel fed to the fuel cell chamber is oxidized 

at the anode and electrons pass via an external circuit to the cathode, where electrons and 
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oxidant combine to give water and heat (hydrogen fuel cell). The electrochemical reactions 

involved in a hydrogen fuel cell are given by the equation 1.1 to 1.3 [5, 18, 30] 

Anode:  H2 = 2H+ + 2e-   (1.1)      

Cathode: 0.5O2 + 2H+ + 2 e-  = H2O (1.2)  

Overall: H2 + 0.5O2 = H2O             (1.3)  

1.1.5 Classification of fuel cells 

Although the basic principle is the same, there are different types of fuel cells with 

differences in the fuel used, operating temperature, type of ions exchanged via the 

membrane, pressure and direct or indirect usage of the fuel. Fuel cells are conventionally 

classified on the basis of electrolyte and fuel. Presently, fuel cells are classified by the 

following five types 

1) Alkaline fuel cells (AFC) with an alkaline solution electrolyte  

2) Phosphoric acid fuel cells (PAFC) with acidic solution electrolyte   

3) Proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFCs) also known as polymer 

electrolyte membrane fuel cells 

4) Molten carbonate fuel cells (MCFC) with molten carbonate salt electrolyte 

5) Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) with ceramic ion conducting electrolyte in 

solid oxide form [5, 18, 24, 30] 
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1.2 Why direct proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs)?  

Direct fuel cells are a simplified type of fuel cell as fuel is fed directly without any 

reforming. For example, fuels such as formic acid, ethanol and methanol are fed directly 

into the fuel cell instead of reforming to hydrogen. Direct fuel cells are promising 

candidates for FCV and portable devices compared to fuel cells that require reformation of 

the fuel before it is introduced to the anode. Simplicity of design is handy for applications 

such as FCV and portable devices [32]. Furthermore, direct fuel cells have low operation 

temperatures which is favorable for applications in portable devices. Moreover, direct fuel 

cells have high power density, fast start up time, high efficiency, minimal corrosion 

problems, and easy and safe handling. Among fuel cells, the PEMFC is one of the best for 

applications in transportation and portable devices mainly due to their relatively low 

operational temperatures (≥100 °C) [33, 34]. Electrodes used in PEMFCs are made with 

the expensive noble metal Pt, which is susceptible to poisoning by impurities in the fuel or 

partial oxidation of fuel giving CO [35]. The high cost, loss of electroactivity of the Pt 

electrodes and breakdown of the PEM (polymer electrolyte membrane) are the 

impediments of PEMFCs for commercialization [24, 36]. 

1.3 Direct formic acid fuel cells (DFAFCs)  

1.3.1 Why formic acid? 

Since formic acid was proposed as a fuel for direct fuel cells, it has eclipsed a 

number of organic fuels such as methanol, ethanol, propanol, ethylene glycol, glycerol, 

formaldehyde, ethyl formate, dimethyl ether and dimethoxymethane [37]. Formic acid is 

promising relative to the above mentioned fuels due to its better oxidation kinetics, high 
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theoretical thermodynamic cell potential and relatively less fuel crossover [37, 38]. Formic 

acid also acts as an electrolyte by giving protons via its own dissociation [39, 40]. 

Furthermore, formic acid can be produced via renewable resources such as biomass and 

hydrogenation of CO2, hence it results in low net emission of CO2 to the environment [13]. 

The phenomenon of fuel diffusion fed to the anode compartment of a direct liquid 

fuel cell towards the cathode via the electrolyte membrane is known as fuel crossover [16]. 

Fuel crossover is a fundamental problem in DMFCs (direct methanol fuel cells). Methanol 

moves towards the cathode via the membrane because of diffusion (concentration gradient) 

and electro-osmotic drag/transport similar to the case of a water molecule bound to a proton 

[41, 42]. Fuel crossover causes loss of fuel, poisoning of the cathode (decomposition of 

fuel to CO), and reduction of the cathode potential (chemical short circuit) [16]. Formic 

acid has relatively low fuel crossover due to anionic repulsion between the Nafion 

membrane (sulfonic acid groups) and formate anions [16, 39]. 

Electro-oxidation of formic acid and methanol yields 2 and 6 electrons [16, 43]. The 

theoretical energy density of methanol is 4690 W h L-1 while it is only 2086 W h L-1 for 

formic acid. The lower energy density of formic acid relative to methanol can be 

compensated by using higher concentrations of formic acid as it has lower fuel crossover 

[44]. As methanol suffers from high fuel crossover, the maximum concentration that can 

be used is 2 M. However, formic acid can be used up to 20 M [45]. Moreover, formic acid 

has a higher theoretical electromotive force (EMF) than hydrogen or DMFCs calculated 

from the Gibbs energy [45-47]. Furthermore, methanol is a toxic (acidosis), volatile and 

flammable liquid. Toxicity of methanol is a serious issue for commercialization of DMFCs, 

as large volumes of methanol can be carried by CO2 produced at the anode and exhausted 
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into the surroundings if used in portable devices [48, 49]. On the other hand, formic acid is 

a naturally occurring benign chemical, used as a food additive at lower concentrations [49] 

and its physical properties such as pungent smells and sour taste are handy to detect leakage 

or exposure [17]. Therefore, the usage of DFAFCs is advantageous relative to DMFCs in 

small power systems [47]. 

The major challenge for the commercialization of hydrogen fuel cells is the storage 

of hydrogen on board [50]. To compete with ICEs, hydrogen fuel cell driven vehicles need 

to meet the current driving range, performance and safety measures of ICEs. The efficiency 

of hydrogen fuel cells is 60% relative to ICE which is only ca. 25%. There is a large 

difference in the volumetric energy of hydrogen and petrol (5 kg of hydrogen is equivalent 

to 22 L of petrol) [51]. Hydrogen’s volumetric energy density is about 3000 times less than 

gasoline. To resolve the issue of the large difference in the volumetric energy density 

between hydrogen and gasoline, and to compete in the commercial market, hydrogen has 

to be stored under high pressure at extremely low temperature as a liquid. To meet the goal 

of commercialization, the hydrogen storage system should have a specific energy density 

of 3.0 kWh kg-1 and a cost of $2 kWh-1. However, current hydrogen storage technology 

does not meet these requirements [50]. 

Compared to the above mentioned challenges of cost, storage and safety concerns 

about hydrogen fuel cells, formic acid being a liquid at room temperature benefits from 

easy and uncomplicated transportation, refueling and safe handling. Hydrogen can be 

produced from formic acid or it (formic acid) can be used as fuel directly in DFAFCs with 

water and CO2 as the only products [52].  
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1.4 DFAFC electrochemistry and electro-oxidation mechanism at Pt 

and Pd 

A DFAFC is normally based on a PEMFC technology. It uses an air cathode where 

oxygen reduction is carried out via a four electron reaction, usually at a Pt based 

electrocatalyst. The direct oxidation of formic acid is a two electron process per molecule. 

Electrons are transferred via an external circuit to the cathode where they combine with 

oxidant (oxygen) to form water. Protons produced at the anode pass through the membrane 

(PEM) to the cathode [16, 17, 47, 53]. Formic acid electro-oxidation half reactions and 

overall reaction are described by equations 1.4 to 1.6 [47].     

Anode:     HCOOH         CO2 + 2H+ + 2e-   E0 ~ -0.25 V(vs.SHE)  (1.4)       

Cathode:  ½ O2 + 2H+ + 2e-    H2O      E0 = 1.23 V(vs.SHE)  (1.5) 

Overall:  HCOOH + ½ O2    CO2 + H2O, E0 ~ 1.48 V  (1.6) 

Formic acid has a dual pathway mechanism. The two pathways are classified as 

direct or indirect. In the direct pathway of electro-oxidation, formic acid is oxidized via a 

reactive intermediate [54-58]. In the indirect pathway, formic acid is first adsorbed onto the 

surface of the catalyst to form an intermediate adsorbed CO species through dehydration 

(poison formation). The adsorbed CO is then oxidized to CO2. For the oxidation of 

adsorbed CO, an activated water molecule has to be adsorbed on a surface site nearby the 

adsorbed CO. For the adsorption of a water molecule on a surface site at an electrocatalyst, 

usually Pt, a high overpotential is required that is detrimental to the fuel cell efficiency [59-

63]. The direct and indirect pathways of electro-oxidation of formic acid can be elaborated 

by equations 1.7 to 1.10 [58, 63-65]. 
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Direct Pathway 

HCOOH + Pt0  Reactive intermediate  CO2 + 2H+ + 2e- (1.7) 

Indirect Pathway 

HCOOH + Pt0      Pt-CO + H2O  (1.8) 

Pt0 + H2O      Pt-OH + H+ + e- (1.9) 

Pt-CO + Pt-OH     2Pt0 + CO2 + H+ + e- (1.10) 

To find out the exact nature and structure of the adsorbed poisoning species in the 

indirect pathway of electro-oxidation of formic acid, several candidates were proposed such 

as CO, COH and CHO. Only CO was identified via spectroscopic (electrochemically 

modulated infrared spectroscopy EMIRS) analysis of the adsorbed poisoning species. CO 

can be detected by IR at 0.2 V and it completely vanishes at 0.7 V. It has been further 

confirmed by differential electrochemical mass spectrometry (DEMS) [66] and also by 

infrared reflection-absorption spectroscopy (IRAS) [55]. Hence, the detection of CO at low 

potential values indicates that it is the actual poisoning species. It is the poisoning species 

that causes the gradual loss of electroactivity of the electrocatalyst (Pt) and it is not the 

reactive intermediate for the direct electro-oxidation of formic acid [58, 66]. Moreover, the 

relationships between the rate of formation of poisoning species (CO) and its removal 

indicated that the contribution of the indirect pathway towards the faradic current was only 

5% and this further substantiates that CO is the poisoning species [58]. 

For the direct pathway of electro-oxidation, candidates such as CHO, COOH and 

HCOO were suggested [58] with COOH being the most favorite [55]. However, COOH 
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was negated as being the reactive intermediate as it failed to be confirmed by spectroscopic 

techniques [61]. Adsorbed formate (HCOO) was detected on Pd, Ir, Pt [55] and chemically 

deposited Pt film electrode [61].  

The role of adsorbed formate and whether it is solely responsible for the direct 

pathway of electro-oxidation of formic acid at Pt is also a point of debate [58, 61, 67, 68]. 

It was proposed that the rate of the direct pathway depends on the coverage of the 

electrocatalyst (Pt) surface and hence it (surface coverage) depends on CO free sites i.e., 

the less the blockage by poison (CO), the higher the coverage by formate and the greater 

the rate of the direct pathway [55]. However, in another study, it was proposed that formate 

is not only the intermediate for the direct pathway, it is also an intermediate for the indirect 

pathway [61, 68]. Therefore, the coverage of electrocatalyst (Pt) by formate is independent 

of blockage by CO [61].   

In contrast to the previous proposals about formate being an active intermediate, it 

has been proposed as a surface blocking species [58]. On the other hand, it has been 

proposed that formate disrupts the hydrogen bonding network at the water-metal interface 

and it creates an hydrophobic region. The hydrophobic region is conducive for the 

adsorption of formic acid in a C-H-down configuration. Hence, formate may be neither an 

active intermediate nor a surface blocking species. It may be a catalyst (adsorbed formate 

is conducive for the adsorption of formic acid that leads to oxidation) for formic acid 

oxidation [69].  

In addition to the above contrary findings regarding the role of formate, it has been 

shown that the mechanism of formic acid oxidation depends on several factor such as pH, 

concentration of ionic species in the solution (formate, sulfate) and the presence of 
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additional adsorbed species. Formic acid oxidation is generally conducted in sulfuric acid 

and adsorption of formate along with sulfate anions plays an important role in the overall 

mechanism. Adsorption of formate and sulfate are conducive to the adsorption of a second 

formate in a C-H down configuration. Moreover, the presence of other adsorbed ions such 

as bidentate formate stabilizes the surface configuration in the pH region of zero to two, 

which is conducive for formate adsorption in a C-H down configuration and its 

stabilization. At pH ˃ 5, the adsorption of sulfate is probably absent and the overall 

oxidation current solely depends on the concentration of formate in the solution [70]. 

Due to the absence of spectroscopic evidence about COOHads [71] and the 

assumption that -COOH is the reactive intermediate, the mechanism of formic acid electro-

oxidation is still an unsolved puzzle [61]. A summary of mechanisms (dehydrogenation 

pathway) proposed is shown in scheme 1.1 [61]. 

 Mechanism (Ӏ) 

 

HCOOH + 2P*    HCOOad   

      CO2 + H+ +e-   

 

Mechanism (ӀӀ) 

 

HCOOH + 4P*   [HCOOH]2 

      2HCOOad 

      2H2 

      4H+ + 4e- 

 

P* represents the vacant metal surface site available for the reaction. 

-H+ -e- 

 
P* 

 

-2H+ -2e- 

 -2CO2 
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Mechanism (ӀӀӀ) 

 

HCOOH + 2P*   HCOOad (spectator) 

      O-down HCOOHad (inactive)  

      CH-down HCOOHad (active) 

      CO2 + 2H+ + 2e-   

 

Mechanism (ӀV) 

 

HCOOH     HCOO-      

           CO2 + 2H+ + 2e-   

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

Mechanism (V) [70] 

 

Pt-A-HCOO-
C-H down     Pt-A + CO2 + 2H+ + 2e-  (0˂pH˂5) 

 

Pt-A-HCOO-
C-H down    CO2 + Pt + H+ + 2e-        (0˂pH˂10) 

Scheme 1.1. Summary of proposed mechanisms (dehydrogenation pathway) of   

formic acid oxidation.  

 

Electro-oxidation of formic acid at Pd proceeds almost entirely via a direct pathway 

[66], however the electroactivity declines over a period of hours of operation [15, 17, 61, 

72]. Electro-oxidation of formic acid at Pd gives CO2 at potential values corresponding to 

the hydrogen deposition region via the direct pathway and there are undetectable levels of 

CO (detection via Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy FTIR). The undetectable levels 

of adsorption of CO is mainly due to re-adsorption of CO2 formed via the direct pathway. 

This indicates a much slower rate of poisoning of Pd relative to Pt. Probably the absorption 

HCOOad 

 

Acid-Base   

Equilibrium 
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of species other than CO such as formate and bicarbonates could be the reason for slow 

poisoning leading to inactivity of Pd [73]. Intermediates such as bicarbonates [73] formed 

by disproportionation of intermediates of formic acid oxidation (formate) [74] may cause 

the slow decline of electroactivity and adsorption of intermediates can be depicted by the 

equations 1.11 to 1.13 [17].  

Pd + HCOOH                       Pd(HCOO)ad + H+ +e-                    (1.11) 

Pd + HCOOH + Pd(HCOO)ad                             Pd2(C(OH)2) + CO2 + H+ + e-  (1.12) 

Pd2(C(OH)2)ad                    2Pd + CO2 + 2H+ + 2e-            (1.13) 

Furthermore, aggregation of Pd NP, surface blockage by CO2 bubbles, the presence 

of COad  [61], and adsorption of ions such as bisulfate are also implicated in the deactivation 

of Pd [72]. 

1.5 Ad-atoms 

Electrocatalytic activity and selectivity of an electrocatalyst depends on the surface 

structure [75]. The surface structure of an electrocatalyst can be shaped to control the 

selectivity and activity, and hence to improve the electrocatalytic activity for a particular 

electrochemical reaction [59]. An electrocatalyst surface can be modified by adsorption of 

a submonolayer of noble metal atoms. Although the submonolayer adsorption of foreign 

ad-atoms is not stable and desorption might occur during the electrocatalytic reaction, it 

provides the advantage of recovery of the original surface and hence the same electrode 

material can be used to deposit ad-atoms of different metals for research purposes. 

Furthermore, ad-atoms can be deposited on localized facets of a crystalline electrocatalyst 
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surface to investigate the active sites for a particular electrochemical reaction [66]. 

Furthermore, ad-atom deposition growth patterns specificity (determined by the ad-

atoms/substrate bonding) can be studied for a particular crystal facet [76]. Therefore, in 

addition to solving the puzzle of the formic acid electro-oxidation mechanism, research 

work to tailor the surface of electrocatalyst to improve electrocatalytic activity and 

selectivity (force the electro-oxidation via direct pathway) is in progress [66]. 

1.5.1 Surface modification approaches by ad-atoms 

There are two approaches to modify the surface of an electrocatalyst. These are 

“Underpotential deposition” (UPD) and “Irreversible adsorption of ad-atoms” [66]. UPD 

and dissolution can be presented by the equations 1.14 and 1.15. 

Mn+ + ne-      M    (1.14) 

                                        𝐸𝑒𝑞   =   𝐸0 + 
RT

𝑛𝐹
 ln 

𝑎𝑀𝑛+

𝑎𝑀     (1.15) 

where “Eeq” is the equilibrium potential (V), “E0” the standard potential (V), “a” the 

activity, “n” the number of electrons involved in the reaction, “T” the temperature (K), “R” 

the gas constant (J mol-1 K-1), and “F” the Faraday constant (C mol-1) [77]. The ad-atoms 

deposited over the surface of the electrocatalyst are oxidized at much more positive 

potential relative to the potential calculated by the Nernst equation, hence it is called “UPD” 

as well as metal adsorption, ad-atom deposition, chemisorption of metals, electrodeposition 

of metals or metal ions, specific adsorption or adsorption of cations or formation of 

monolayer films [78]. The anomaly of the potential being positive relative to reversible 
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potential in the electrolyte is due to the stronger bonding interaction between the atoms in 

bulk solution and substrate, than it is between the atoms in the bulk metal. By manipulating 

the potential, one can tailor the surface accordingly, however impurities in the bulk 

solution, metal concentration in the bulk solution and dissolution (potential dependent) may 

have unfavorable consequences for the overall surface modification via UPD [66].     

Irreversible adsorption is a method by which we can modify the electrocatalysts 

surface by simply dipping an electrode in a solution of precursor metal salt. The metal 

atoms can be adsorbed on the surface irreversibly such that the adsorbed ad-atoms are stable 

over a wide range of potential [66, 79, 80]. In UPD, the coverage of the electrocatalyst 

surface is determined in the presence of the precursor ion (metal salt solution), hence 

uncertainty can not be ruled out. In the irreversible adsorption method, the electrode is 

tested in a test solution after modification. The electrocatalytic properties and surface 

coverage by ad-atoms can be determined precisely in a test solution in the absence of 

precursor metal solution [81]. Furthermore, the surface coverage by ad-atoms can be 

controlled by deposition time and concentration of metal solution [66]. The investigation 

of certain facets of a crystal (particular surface sites) at which the ad-atoms undergo a 

surface reaction in the absence of a contribution from other surface sites can be investigated 

[80]. Furthermore, the surface composition of ad-atoms can be altered by manipulating the 

potential (surface ad-atoms undergo a redox reaction at a certain potential value) [82]. 

1.5.2 Theoretical justification of ad-atoms modification for catalysis 

The electro-oxidation of formic acid is a surface structure dependent reaction [83]. 

There is an intrinsic limitation to the electro-oxidation of formic acid as it is dependent on 
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a particular arrangement of surface active sites (ensemble effect). The surface coverage by 

CO formed by dehydration of formic acid has been found to be only 70%. On the other 

hand, the surface of an electrode can be covered by CO if it is exposed to CO (gas) [84]. 

Moreover, the dehydrogenation pathway is also surface structure dependent as Pt(100) has 

been found to be most electroactive while Pt(111) is the most poison resistant but 

electroactivity is relatively low [83]. Furthermore, the number of surface active sites 

required for the dehydrogenation pathway is less relative to the dehydration pathway. 

Hence surface modification of an electrocaytalyst can be used as a tool to increase the 

selectivity towards the dehydrogenation pathway relative to dehydration pathway [84]. Ad-

atoms on the surface of an electrocatalyst as surface modifiers can have three different 

mechanisms [66]. These are known as “change in the electronic properties of the substrate 

or electronic effect”, “the third body effect or ensemble effect”, [85] and “the bifunctional 

effect”[84, 86].  

It has been demonstrated that the dehydration pathway requires more adjacent 

active sites relative to the dehydrogenation pathway. The third body effect is used to disrupt 

the adjacency among the active sites to force the electro-oxidation via the dehydrogenation 

pathway [61]. In the third body effect, the ad-atoms are randomly adsorbed over the surface 

of an electrocatalyst to disrupt the adjacency among active sites while leaving enough 

active sites required for the dehydrogenation pathway. Cyclic voltametric investigations 

have revealed that there is an increase in the current (attributed to direct pathway) with an 

increase in the surface coverage by ad-atoms to a certain limit and then it starts decreasing 

as the coverage by ad-atoms passes the optimum limit necessary for the direct pathway 
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[85].  Irreversible adsorption of ad-atoms such as Bi, Sb, Te, Pb, and As has been widely 

applied to modify Pt single crystal electrodes. These atoms have been found to be effective 

to disrupt the adjacent Pt active sites (ensembles) necessary for the indirect pathway of 

formic acid electro-oxidation and thus diminish the indirect oxidation route [87]. Pb on 

polycrystalline Pt, Bi on Pt(111), and Sb on Pt(100)  have been found to increase the 

electro-oxidation rate up to a factor of 70, 40, and 30, respectively [88]. Formic acid direct 

oxidation current enhancements of about three times relative to pure Pt have been achieved 

by use of V group metals to modify the surface as ad-atoms. However, there is no agreement 

for the optimum coverage of ad-atoms for a particular set of metals and this probably is due 

to surface structure of different Pt sites, ad-atoms and modification methods employed [61].  

The manipulation of electronic properties by surface modification of an 

electrocatalyst is known as the “electronic effect”. The binding and adsorption energies of 

the reactants and intermediates depend upon the electronic properties of the surface of an 

electrocatalyst [66] which is governed by the surface chemical composition and geometric 

structure [89]. Bimetallic surfaces have different bond lengths than the parent metal and 

this causes a strain effect that modifies the electronic properties via a change in orbital 

overlap [90, 91]. Moreover, the interactions between the substrate and ad-atoms change the 

electronic environment (ligand effect) [86].       

In the bifunctional mechanism or bifunctional catalytic effect, the second metal 

adsorbed at the surface of an electrocatalyst activates water at lower potentials than Pt. The 

adsorbed ad-atoms facilitate the adsorption of OH (activated water) that can oxidize the 

adsorbed CO. The removal of CO helps to recover the Pt active sites available for the 
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electro-oxidation of formic acid via the direct pathway. In other words, the bifunctional 

catalytic effect is a tool to clean up the poisoned Pt (adsorbed CO) active sites at low 

potential relative to pure Pt [86, 92]. 

1.5.3 Pt based surface modified catalysts 

Significant enhancement of the oxidation current and a negative shift of the peak 

potential for formic acid oxidation have been demonstrated by making use of the “third 

body effect” or “ensemble effect” [62], “bifunctional effect” [79, 85], and/or “electronic 

effect” of ad-atoms irreversibly adsorbed over the surface of Pt catalysts [61, 85]. Metals 

such as Ru, Sn, Rh and Au have been used as ad-atoms to improve Pt electroactivity 

[93]. In addition to the above mentioned metals, ad-atoms such as Se, Cd, Hg, In, Se, Tl 

Bi, Sb and As adsorbed over Pt electrodes have also been studied to improve electroactivity 

of electrocatalysts towards the electro-oxidation of CO, formic acid, and methanol [94]. 

Pt(111) surfaces modified by Bi, As, Te, or Sb have been shown to possess high 

electroactivity relative to the unmodified surface. It has been demonstrated that a very low 

coverage of ad-atoms has been able to block poisoning via an electronic effect. Ad-atom 

such as Se showed only a third body effect and the complete blockage of CO formation 

(poisoning) was achieved only at the maximum coverage [85]. The improvement of 

electroactivity of Pt modified by Pb ad-atom has been attributed to an electronic effect, 

while for Pt–Bi catalysts it has been attributed to an electronic effect, third body effect, and 

a bifunctional mechanism [88]. Among the above mentioned metals atoms of group ˅ used 

to modify the surface of Pt to improve its electroactivity, Sb has been the most investigated. 
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Sb has proved to effectively to enhance electroactivity by facilitating the direct pathway 

via a “third-body” or “electronic effect” [95].  

As mentioned above, different ad-atoms improve the electroactivity of Pt via 

different mechanisms and catalyst surface modification depends upon the nature of the 

surface and method of modification. Further investigations are necessary to find a catalyst 

applicable for practical applications in fuel cells. 

1.6 Polymer supports for DFAFC catalysts 

Supports are used to provide a large surface area, porosity, electrical conductivity 

and electrochemical stability. All these features are conducive to improving the 

electroactivity of an electrocatalyst [14]. Conducting polymers (CPs) have technological 

importance because of their electrical, electronic, magnetic and optical properties. 

Chemical and physical properties of polymers may be tailored for particular applications. 

For example, the properties of conjugated polymers can be modulated via doping. 

Conjugated polymers and metals (gold, silver) have been used to prepare nanomaterials 

(nanotubes, nanowires, nanoparticles) that can be used for biosensors, catalysis, 

microelectronics, single electron transistors and nanotips [96]. The electroactivity of 

catalysts can be enhanced towards the oxidation of organic molecules by making use of 

CPs as support materials. The enhancement of electroactivity is probably due to their high 

surface area and/or the synergistic effect between CPs and catalysts such as electronic 

effects, bifunctional mechanism, electron transport and dispersion of the catalyst [97]. The 

support effects of CPs for Pt nanoparticles have been focused on polyaniline (PANI), 

polypyrrole (PPy), polythiophene, polyindole and its derivatives (PIns). Polyaniline and 
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polyindoles [98], and polycarbazole have been compared [99]. To the best of our 

knowledge, up to now, there have been no reports on using CPs as the support for Pt 

nanoparticles along with irreversibly adsorbed metals (Bi,Sb) for the development of 

catalysts in DFAFC. 
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1.7 Research objectives 

The problem of catalysis is of paramount importance for the oxidation of formic 

acid as poisoning of Pt blunts electroactivity. It is also known that modification of Pt with 

oxophilic metals affects dramatically the electrocatalytic behaviour, particularly Bi and Sb. 

But, the role of Bi and Sb in the changes of catalytic behaviour is not yet really understood. 

The aim of the present project is to study the activity and selectivity of Pt NP (nano-

catalysts) modified by either Bi ad-atoms or Sb ad-atoms toward formic acid electro-

oxidation. Moreover, the parameters such as deposition time for irreversible adsorption of 

Bi and Sb ad-atoms over Pt NP have been evaluated along with potential values to avoid 

the desorption of irreversibly adsorbed ad-atoms. The improvement in the electroactivity 

of Pt NP catalyst in the presence of adsorbed ad-atoms (Bi, Sb) has been discussed with 

reference to the literature. Furthermore, the synergic effect of Bi and Sb ad-atoms has been 

evaluated by adsorption of both (Bi, Sb) on PT NP. The support effect of polyaniline for Pt 

NP electroactivity as well as in conjunction with ad-atoms has also been evaluated. 
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2 Experimental 

2.1 Chemicals  

All chemicals were used as received. Sulphuric acid (Fisher Scientific), 

H2PtCl6.6H2O (Alfa Aesar), sodium citrate (Anachemia), formic acid (Sigma Aldrich; 98-

100%), sodium borohydride (Sigma-Aldrich), Sb(ӀӀӀ) oxide (Sigma Aldrich). Doubly 

distilled water having a resistivity of 18.0 Ω.m was used for the experiments. 

2.2 Synthesis of Pt nanoparticles (NP) 

Pt NP were prepared by mixing and stirring an aqueous solutions of H2PtCl6.6H2O 
 

(10 mL; 3.00 mM) and  sodium citrate  (0.60 mL; 50 mM) followed by drop wise addition 

of aqueous NaBH4 (160 mM; 0.8 mL) with continuous stirring for further two hours. The 

resulting Pt NP colloidal solution was stored in a fridge. Previously, this procedure has been 

found to consistently produce nanoparticles with an average diameter of ca. 5 nm [1]. 

Active areas, determined electrochemically, were consistent with this average size.  

2.3 Preparation of working electrodes 

Glassy carbon electrodes (GC; CH Instruments; 0.071 cm2) were polished with 0.05 

µm alumina, washed with distilled water, and sonicated for 10 min before use. The GC 

electrodes were drop coated with Pt NP (1.25 µL), dried in air and washed with 0.1 M 

H2SO4 before voltammetric experiments. The solution immersion method was used to 

adsorb ad-atoms onto the Pt NP [2]. Ad-atoms were adsorbed by immersing the GC/Pt 

electrode in a solution of 0.1 mM Sb2O3 or 0.1 mM Bi2O3 in 0.1 M H2SO4 or 0.5 M H2SO4 

at open circuit. The molarity of the metal solution was varied for evaluation of the optimum 
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concentration for irreversible adsorption. The amount of adsorption/coverage was 

controlled by varying the immersion time. The electrodes were rinsed with double distilled 

water and introduced into a cell containing 0.1 M H2SO4 supporting electrolyte for cyclic 

voltammetric and chronoamperometric experiments.  

 Polyaniline (PANI) as a support was prepared by galvanostatic polymerization. 

Aniline (0.1 M) in 0.5 M H2SO4 was introduced into a three electrode (Pt wire, GC 

electrode, SCE) glass cell and it was subjected to galvanostatic polymerization (I=3.5 µA, 

t=150 s) [1]. The GC electrode coated with PANI was washed with distilled water and it 

was drop coated with Pt NP.   

2.4 Instrumentation  

A Pine Instrument Company potentiostat (RDE4) coupled with customized data 

acquisition software was used to perform cyclic voltammetry (CV) and 

chronoamperometry (CA) experiments. Electrochemistry experiments were performed by 

using a three electrode glass cell. A saturated calomel electrode (SCE) was used as the 

reference electrode and Pt wire as the counter electrode. Sulphuric acid (0.1 M) was used 

as the supporting electrolyte.  

2.5 Voltammetric experiments 

The GC/Pt NP electrodes were characterized by using cyclic voltammetry. The 

current was measured from -250 mV to 800 mV vs. SCE at a scan rate of 100 mVs-1. This 

scan rate was used for all background voltammograms unless otherwise stated.  The test 

solution (0.1 M H2SO4) was deaerated with nitrogen gas for 15 min before each experiment 
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and nitrogen flow was maintained over the solution to avoid environmental air exchange. 

Formic acid oxidation experiments were conducted at a scan rate of 10 mVs-1.  A potential 

window of -250 mV to 400 mV vs. SCE was used for the Sb modified GC/Pt NP 

experiments. The upper limit of the potential sweep (400 mV) was chosen to maintain the 

stability of Sb ad-atoms adsorbed at Pt. In the case of Bi modified Pt NP experiments, the 

positive potential was varied and it is given in the experimental data discussed in the results 

and discussion section. For Sb and Bi modified Pt NP experiments, nitrogen was 

continuously bubbled through the test solution.  
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3 Sb ad-atoms and their enhancement effects on Pt activity 

for formic acid oxidation 

3.1 Introduction 

The electro-oxidation of formic acid on Pt is considered as a model reaction 

to understand and interpret the rudimentary aspects of electrocatalytic reactions.  The 

reason for the selection of formic acid as a model reaction is that only two electrons 

are involved. The C-C bond cleavage is not involved as in the case of ethanol. Pt is 

very active towards dehydrogenation processes. However, Pt is susceptible to 

poisoning because of formation of adsorbed CO via dehydration of formic acid [1, 

2].   

The dehydrogenation reaction, as well as the poisoning of Pt by adsorbed CO 

via dehydration of formic acid, is highly sensitive to the surface structure of the 

catalyst [1, 3]. The dehydration reaction is site specific and modification of the 

surface by blocking sites can improve the electrocatalytic activity of Pt [1].  

Ad-atoms such as Sb, Pd, Ru, Se, Bi, Pb and As have been used to block 

surface sites and improve the electroactivity of Pt by third body and/or electronic 

effects [4]. Sb has been used as an ad-atom via solution deposition as well as via 

underpotential deposition onto Pt to modify the surface properties and inhibit the 

adsorption of CO via the dehydration reaction [2, 4, 5]. The Sb ad-atoms on Pt have 

been shown to block poisoning of Pt (adsorption of CO) by a third body effect at a 
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variety of Pt surfaces such as polycrystalline Pt, Pt(100), Pt(320), Pt(331) and Pt(110) 

[1-5]. 

This chapter reports the relationships between Sb coverage, immersion time 

(GC/Pt electrode immersed in Sb solution) and electroactivity for formic acid 

oxidation at Sb ad-atom modified Pt. The long term activity of the Sb modified Pt as 

well as the maximum achievable coverage is reported. 
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3.2 Results and Discussion 

3.2.1 Determination of surface area of the platinum nanoparticles (Pt NP) 

In electrochemistry, the “real surface area” is the area of the electrode or 

catalyst that determines the electroactivity. There can be a large difference between 

the real surface area (active area) and the geometric surface area of the electrode [6-

8].  There are various methods used to determine the real or active surface area of an 

electrocatalyst such as capacitance ratio, oxygen adsorption from solution, drop 

weight (or volume), and hydrogen adsorption [8, 9].  

Hydrogen underpotential adsorption/desorption (HUPD) is one of the 

simplest and fastest electrochemical processes [10]. The HUPD voltammetric profile 

depends on the solution, scan rate, and potential sweep window [8]. Also, the HUPD 

processes are highly dependent on the surface lattice structure [8, 11]. For example, 

Pt(100) and Pt(110) give only one predominant peak in voltammograms, while 

Pt(111) shows no clear peaks [10, 12]. The surface area of the GC/Pt (Pt NP) 

electrodes used here have been determined by using the hydrogen desorption method. 

There are two assumptions for this method: “the potential at which the hydrogen 

forms a monolayer at the surface of the electrocatalyst is at the onset of the hydrogen 

evolution and the relation between adsorbed hydrogen and platinum atoms is one to 

one” [8, 9].  

Before performing formic acid oxidation experiments, Pt NP were examined 

by CV to establish the surface area of the Pt NP and their stability. Figure 3.1 shows 

a voltammogram of GC/Pt (GC electrode coated with 0.64 µg of Pt NP) in 0.1 M 
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H2SO4 at a scan rate of 100 mV s-1. A second scan was taken for the surface area 

measurement. The reason to take the second scan is to activate the electrode by the 

irreversible oxidation of adsorbed organic impurities on the electrode surface during 

the 1st scan [7]. This is the reason that the first scan (not shown) is different from the 

subsequent scans. Three regions can be distinguished in the voltammogram presented 

in Fig 3.1. The shaded anodic area (blue) at low potentials represents the hydrogen 

desorption region followed by low currents (negative (cathodic) for the negative 

sweep and positive (anodic) for the positive sweep) representing the double layer 

region where only capacitive processes take place. The shaded cathodic area (red) 

represents the hydrogen adsorption region at negative potentials [7]. The hydrogen 

evolution, hydrogen adsorption and desorption can be depicted by equations 3.1 to 

3.4. 

H(ad)                    H+ + e-    (3.1) 

 H+(aq) + e- + site                  H (ad)       (3.2) 

                                           2H(ad)                H2(ad)       (3.3) 

                                           n H2(ad)                    n H2 + 2n-sites  (3.4) 

The charge associated with the formation of a monolayer of H atoms (Q) 

can be calculated by integration of the adsorption or desorption peaks or taking an 

average of the integrated area of both peaks as shown by equations 3.5 and 3.6 [7]. 
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  𝑄 =  1/𝑣 ∫ 𝐼 𝑑𝑉
(𝑉0−𝑉𝑓)/𝑣

(𝑉0−𝑉𝑖)/𝑣
        (3.5) 

  𝑄 =  1/𝑣 ∫ 𝐼 𝑑𝑉 −
(𝑉0−𝑉𝑓)/𝑣

(𝑉0−𝑉𝑖)/𝑣
𝑄𝑑𝑙         (3.6) 

The V0 and υ represent the initial potential and potential sweep rate while Vi 

and Vf are the potentials at the start of hydrogen adsorption and at the completion of 

monolayer formation, respectively. Equation (3.6) represents the subtraction of the 

capacitance charge Qdl as the capacitive current is not restricted to the capacitive 

region. It extends over the whole range of electrode potentials and it is present over 

all regions of the voltammogram [7, 13]. The charge calculated by using equation 

(3.6) corresponds to the surface area of the catalyst that is based on crystal structure. 

For polycrystalline Pt NP, the accepted conversion factor is 210 µC cm-2 [9, 14]. By 

using equation (3.6) and dividing the obtained value by 210 µC cm-2, the final 

calculated value was 0.23 cm2 or 37.17 m2 g-1 for the Pt NP used here. The formation 

of platinum oxide above 550 mV and HUPD peaks appearing below 100 mV confirm 

the high purity of Pt (Pt NP).  Oxide formation solely depends on the potential. The 

onset of oxide formation starts with interaction of water molecules with the 

electrocatalyst surface and, consequently, the formation of an adsorbed layer of oxide 

or hydroxide containing species on the electrode surface. The persistent increase in 

the current density of the oxidation region (550-1000 mV) is attributed to the 

formation of surface oxide [15]. 
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Figure 3.1. Cyclic voltammogram (100 mV s-1) of a GC/Pt electrode (Pt NP 

= 0.64 µg) in 0.1 M H2SO4 

 

The appearance of well-defined oxidation and reduction peaks of the platinum 

are typical of a clean platinum surface [14]. The hydrogen desorption (blue part in 

the Fig 3.1) was integrated to eliminate the charge contribution of the GC background 

and hydrogen evolution. 

3.2.2 Oxidation of formic acid 

The oxidation of formic acid on GC / Pt (Pt NP) is illustrated by the CV in 

the Fig 3.2. The mechanism of formic acid electro-oxidation has two different 

pathways. Oxidation occurs through an active intermediate (formate ion/direct 

pathway/dehydrogenation) or via a poisoning intermediate (indirect 

pathway/dehydration), CO, adsorbed at the surface of the electrocatalyst [16-18]. The 

two pathways of the formic acid oxidation can be identified in the voltammogram 
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shown in Fig 3.2.  On the anodic scan, there are two peaks.  The 1st peak and 2nd peak 

represent the direct and indirect pathways, respectively. On the anodic scan, the 

current began to increase at a potential of about 10 mV and the onset of the second 

peak was at ca. 440 mV. The current was very low for the 1st peak in the positive 

going scan because carbon monoxide (CO) had blocked the surface of the 

electrocatalyst and formate ion could not access the electrocatalyst active sites [1]. 

 

Figure 3.2. Voltammogram (10 mV s-1) of GC/Pt (Pt NP = 0.64 µg) electrode in 0.1 

M H2SO4 + 0.5 M HCOOH.  

 

The blockage of the electrocatalyst surface by CO can’t be removed unless 

water molecules are activated at higher potentials to give hydroxyl ions adsorbed at 

sites nearby the adsorbed CO. This is the reason that on pure Pt, electro-oxidation of 

formic acid proceeds via the 2nd or indirect pathway, predominantly. As the potential 

reached the value for the oxidation of Pt, adsorbed OH is readily available to oxidize 

adsorbed CO and the current increased by almost 10 times relative to the 1st anodic 
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peak. On the cathodic sweep, there are also two processes. The mechanism of the 

shoulder at ca. 950 mV is exactly the same as the 2nd peak of the anodic sweep. The 

difference is that the oxidation of CO is taking place at a freshly reduced 

electrocatalyst surface. The peak in the cathodic sweep at ca. 300 mV gave a very 

high current compared to its corresponding peak (pathway 1) in the anodic scan 

(formate ion/direct pathway) because it is happening at the freshly reduced, poison 

free (CO free) surface of the electrocatalyst. The peak currents are highly dependent 

on the potential applied and it proves that the formic acid electro-oxidation reaction 

is highly dependent on the chemistry and the structure of the electrocatalyst [1, 17, 

19, 20]. 

3.2.3 Oxide formation and stability of Sb ad-atoms 

Fig 3.3 presents cyclic voltammograms of a GC/Pt-Sb electrode. There is a 

redox couple at ca. 450 mV that can be attributed to oxidation/reduction of the 

adsorbed ad-layer of Sb on the polycrystalline Pt NP [21]. The oxidation peak appears 

at ca. 450 mV and shifts towards positive potential with each scan. This is probably 

due to the loss of Sb ad-atoms by each scan. As the coverage is lost gradually with 

each scan, the current due to oxidation decreases and it has decreased noticeably in 

the 3rd scan compared to the 1st scan. 
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Figure 3.3. Voltammograms (100 mV s-1) of GC/Pt (Pt NP = 0.64 µg) electrodes that 

had been immersed in 0.1 mM Sb2O3 + 0.1M H2SO4 for 1 min. 

 

The stability of irreversibly adsorbed Sb and its dependency on the applied 

potential could be explained by understanding the irreversible adsorption process of 

Sb at Pt. The adsorption process involves the adsorption of oxygenated (oxy or 

hydroxyl metal complexes) metal cations onto the electrode surface [22]. The 

irreversible adsorption takes place between the electrode to be modified and a 

solution of metal oxide in dilute acid. The overall process of adsorption can be 

depicted by equations 3.7 to 3.10 [22]. 

Adsorption (SbOad, [SbOH]ad) 

                  oxygenated Mn+(aq)                              oxygenated Mn+(ad)            (3.7) 

Electrochemical reduction to elemental metal atoms 

                  oxygenated Mn+(ad) + ne-                            M(ad)                                    (3.8) 
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Electrochemical oxidation 

                                            M(ad)                 oxygenated Mm+(ad) + me-      (3.9) 

Stripping of the adsorbed oxygenated metal atoms 

            oxygenated Mm+(ad)                   oxygenated Mm′+(aq) m′ ˃ m) (3.10)  

At fairly positive open circuit potentials, metal cations associated with oxide 

or hydroxide anions in aqueous solution form positively charged oxy metal ions being 

adsorbed at the electrode surface. These adsorbed oxygenated ad-atoms of the metal 

undergo electrochemical reduction to be converted to neutral metal atoms. The 

adsorbed elemental ad-atoms can be oxidized and stripped off according to equations 

3.9 and 3.10. The potential needed to strip off ad-atoms is higher than the potential 

at which oxygenated metal species adsorb on the electrode [22]. 

 

Figure 3.4. Voltammograms (100 mV s-1) of GC/Pt (Pt NP = 0.64 µg) and GC/Pt 

electrodes modified by immersion in 0.1 mM Sb2O3 + 0.1 M H2SO4 for 30 min. 
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Fig 3.4 presents voltammograms of Pt modified with Sb and unmodified Pt 

in 0.1 M H2SO4. Only HUPD peaks are observed at potentials lower than ca. 250 mV 

and this indicates the stability of the adsorbed ad-atoms of Sb on Pt at potentials lower 

than ca. 250 mV. The oxidation of Sb at lower positive potential than Pt (the onset 

potential of oxidation of Pt is ca. 550 mV (Fig 3.1)) itself shows that the Sb ad-atoms 

have the ability to adsorb OH at lower potentials than Pt. As the indirect pathway of 

formic acid oxidation involves oxidation of CO by adsorbed OH, this ability of 

oxygen adsorption at low potentials by Sb relative to Pt should increase the 

electroactivity of Sb modified Pt towards formic acid oxidation by the indirect 

pathway [4].   

3.2.4 Dependence of Sb coverage on immersion time 

 

 

Figure 3.5. Voltammograms (100 mV s-1) of GC/Pt (Pt NP = 0.64 µg) and GC/Pt 

electrodes immersed for x min in 0.1 mM Sb2O3 and tested in 0.1 M H2SO4. 
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 Figure 3.6. Relationship between Sb ad-atom coverage and immersion time. 

 

Fig 3.5 shows voltammograms of Pt and Pt electrodes modified by Sb at 

different immersion times. The peaks below 50 mV are due to HUPD on the active 

sites of the polycrystalline Pt. The coverage on the Pt by Sb ad-atoms is dependent 

on immersion time. This is evident from the HUPD peaks decreasing intensity, 

sharpness, and reversibility with increasing immersion time [23]. The oxidation peak 

of Sb at ca. 350 mV is also in accordance with the changing amount of the adsorbed 

Sb.  As the immersion time was increased, the amount of adsorbate increased and the 

intensity of the oxidation peak increases. The position of the oxidation peak can be 

used as a guide to set up the potential sweep window. The Sb ad-atoms are stable 

until 280 mV. This indicates that the ad-atoms are present in elemental form over the 

platinum active sites and we can produce stable and reversible voltammograms 

within the positive potential limit of 280 mV.   
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Fig 3.6 shows the relationship between coverage (%) of ad-atoms and 

immersion time. Surface area of the Pt NP was calculated by using equation (3.6) 

given above. The percent coverage was calculated by taking the difference in the 

charge values under the hydrogen desorption peaks for Pt NP and Pt NP modified by 

Sb ad-atom (Fig 3.5). The maximum coverage achieved was ca. 33% at an immersion 

time of 40 min. The percent coverage achieved at immersion times of 30 and 40 min 

was almost the same. This implies that the optimum immersion time is about 30 min 

for the maximum achievable coverage of about 33% in 0.1 mM Sb2O3 dissolved in 

0.1 M H2SO4. A low saturation point could be explained by the limited availability 

of oxygenated metal cations (only oxy/hydroxyl metal cations can be adsorbed at an 

electrode surface [22, 24]) under the conditions employed (0.1 M H2SO4, pH ≈ 1) 

[25].  

3.2.5 Formic acid oxidation: cyclic voltammetry 

Fig 3.7 shows cyclic voltammograms of GC/Pt and GC/Pt-Sb electrodes 

tested in 0.1 M H2SO4 + 0.5 M HCOOH. The purpose of the experiment was to test 

the role of Sb coverage over Pt in the oxidation of HCOOH.   
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Figure 3.7. Anodic scans (10 mV s-1) of GC/Pt (Pt NP = 0.64 µg) and GC/Pt 

electrodes immersed for 30 min in 0.1 mM Sb2O3 and tested in 0.1 M H2SO4 + 0.5 

M HCOOH. 

 

We can see an increase of almost 50 times in the rate (current) of the direct 

pathway for oxidation of formic acid relative to the unmodified Pt. At the high 

oxidation current, there were bubbles at the tip of the electrode because of CO2 

production and the bursting of bubbles gave oscillations in the current for the first 

scan of the voltammograms (Fig 3.7). The indirect pathway of oxidation of formic 

acid was slightly supressed at the GC/Pt-Sb electrode as most of the oxidation 

occurred through the direct pathway. In other words, the poison formation has been 

decreased significantly by Sb ad-atoms over the Pt surface. As the oxidation of formic 

acid depends upon the nature of the surface of the catalyst, the modified surface (Pt-

Sb) is much less susceptible to poison formation. The much lower current for the 

direct pathway in the subsequent scan is due to the loss of Sb ad-atoms by oxidation 

at the high positive potentials employed.  
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Figure 3.8. Anodic scans (10 mV s-1) of GC/Pt (Pt NP = 0.64 µg) and GC/Pt 

electrodes immersed for x min in in 0.1 mM Sb2O3 and tested in 0.1 M H2SO4 + 0.5 

M HCOOH. 

 

Fig 3.8 shows the effect of deposition time on the electroactivity of the Sb ad-

atoms modified Pt for formic acid oxidation. The onset potential for the direct 

pathway of formic acid oxidation on Pt is much higher than for the Sb ad-atom 

modified Pt. In addition, there is a significant increase in the peak current and 

decrease in the onset potential for the direct pathway of oxidation of formic acid with 

increase in deposition time.  

The oxidation at lower potential by Sb modified Pt shows that there is 

significant improvement in the electroactivity of the catalyst (Sb modified Pt). The 

enhanced activity by GC/Pt-Sb has been mainly attributed to the third body effect but 

the change in the onset potential (oxidation at lower potential) indicates that Sb can 

play the role of a true catalyst [4, 26]. For the route through the direct pathway, the 

electronic effect of Sb can increase the intrinsic activity of the Pt and hence decrease 
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the onset potential [1, 2]. However, XPS data suggests it is a third body effect rather 

than an electronic effect [4].  

As seen in Fig 3.5, the onset potential for the oxidation of Sb ad-atoms at Pt 

is about 300 mV whereas the peak current for the direct pathway of formic acid 

oxidation at Sb modified Pt is at about 400 mV. Hence, a contribution of Sb ad-atoms 

towards oxidation of formic acid via the indirect pathway cannot be ruled out. 

Therefore, the Sb ad-atoms not only have the third body effect but may also have an 

electrocatalytic effect via the bifunctional mechanism [2]. 
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3.2.6 Dependence of formic acid oxidation activity on Sb coverage 

Fig 3.9 shows the relationship between the electroactivity of GC/Pt-Sb and 

Sb coverage at Pt. It can be seen that a small amount of Sb ad-atoms have a large 

effect on the activity of Pt by blocking poison formation. The coverage and activity 

can be correlated directly.  

  

Figure 3.9. Electroactivity for formic acid oxidation at 395 mV versus Sb coverage 

(%) over Pt (experimental curve) and experimental curve comparison with theoretical 

model curve (current versus ad-atom coverage curve for the case where the ad-atoms 

are assumed to be catalytically inert and the current is originated only from those 

substrate atoms which were protected from poisoning. 

 

A theoretical model was used to mimic the behaviour of Sb randomly 

deposited for the catalysis of formic acid in sulfuric acid [26]. In that model 

(theoretical curve in Fig 3.9), Sb was supposed to have only a third body effect and 

the depicted relationship between coverage (Sb coverage at Pt) and electroactivity for 

formic acid oxidation was not linear. The experimental curve shown in Fig 3.9 
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deviates from that model. The deviation can be explained by considering that the Sb 

has a third body effect as well as electronic and bifunctional effects [5].    

3.2.7 Long-term activity test: chronoamperometry  

The long term activity of an electrocatalyst is very important for its actual 

application in a fuel cell. The long term activity can be tested by applying a 

  

Figure 3.10. Chronoamperometry at 100 mV for GC/Pt (Pt NP = 0.64 µg) and GC/Pt 

electrodes that has been immersed for x min in 0.1 mM Sb2O3, tested in 0.1 M H2SO4 

+ 0.5 M HCOOH. 

 

constant potential for an extended period of time. The GC/Pt and GC/Pt-Sb electrodes 

were tested at +0.1 V for a time of 500 s. The results are in accordance with the CV 

(Fig 3.10) results as the current increased with increasing deposition time. However, 

at all Sb coverages, current decreased steadily with time. The decrease in the current 

values at such a low potential (+0.1 V) at which the Sb ad-atoms are stable and should 

not dissolve, may be attributed to the poisoning of the Pt electrocatalyst by CO. As 
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we could achieve only 33% coverage by Sb ad-atoms, there is almost 67% of 

uncovered surface area of the Pt. The uncovered surface area (the area having two 

consecutive free Pt sites for CO formation) is exposed to CO and its accumulation 

would result in decreasing current during constant potential chronoamperometry 

experiments. A second reason for decreasing values of current in constant potential 

experiments could be the leaching of the adsorbed ad-atoms in the presence of formic 

acid [27].   
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3.3 Conclusions 

Drop coated Pt (Pt NP) on GC electrodes was modified by Sb via a solution 

immersion method and shown to produce powerful electrocatalysts for formic acid 

oxidation. GC/Pt-Sb electrocatalysts have shown an improvement of 50 times in the 

electroactivity for formic acid oxidation relative to a GC/Pt electrode. There was an 

improvement in the onset potential of formic acid oxidation too (+100 mV for GC/Pt, 

-50 mV for GC/Pt-Sb). The maximum achievable coverage of Sb onto Pt was found 

to be about 33%. The coverage (%) versus electroactivity has been found to be 

linearly correlated. Long term activity tests at constant potential for the GC/Pt-Sb 

showed an improved resistance to poisoning (formation of CO) relative to GC/Pt.  
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CHAPTER 4 

 

 

Electroactivity of PANI supported Pt modified by Bi ad-

atoms 
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4 Electroactivity of PANI supported Pt modified by Bi ad-

atoms  

4.1 Introduction  

Platinum is still the most studied catalyst for oxidation of alcohols and formic acid, 

although it is limited by CO poisoning and sluggish kinetics towards oxidation reactions. 

The introduction of one or more metals in order to increase the oxophilicity of a catalyst 

(Pt) is a common approach for the development of improved materials for fuel cell 

reactions [1]. Irreversibly adsorbed Bi ad-atom modified Pt has demonstrated superior 

formic acid electro-oxidation activity. The enhanced electroactivity of Bi modified Pt has 

been attributed to combined contributions of an electronic effect and a third body effect by 

Bi [2].  

 Highly conductive polymers with high surface areas are currently used as fuel cell 

electrocatalyst supports to provide large electrochemical reaction surfaces [3]. Another 

aspect of conducting polymers in addition to high surface area is due to their high 

conductivity (electronic and ionic), controllable morphologies and synergic catalytic 

effects with precious metal nanoparticles [4]. Polyaniline (PANI) has been extensively 

applied to support Pt catalysts for the oxidation of single carbon molecules (CH3OH, 

HCHO, HCOOH, CO). The use of PANI as a support material leads to a decrease in the 

amount of precious metal used and allows the improvement of catalytic activity for the 

oxidation of single carbon molecules [5, 6].    
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This work describes the electrochemical behavior of irreversibly adsorbed Bi ad-

atoms over Pt. As Bi improves the catalytic activity of Pt towards formic acid oxidation, 

the stability of Bi with respect to positive potential limit and extent of adsorption over Pt 

as well as the long term activity of Bi-modified Pt has been studied. The electroactivity of 

Bi modified Pt in conjunction with a polymer (PANI) support effect also has been 

evaluated.  
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4.2 Results and Discussion 

4.2.1 Characterization of CVs of Bi modified Pt NP and Bi ad-atom stability  

Fig 4.1 shows voltammograms of Pt and Pt modified with adsorbed Bi. A typical Pt 

voltammogram has three regions, the HUPD region, the double layer region and reversible 

adsorption of hydroxide (H2O = OHad +e-+ H+) [7]. The voltammogram of the Bi modified 

Pt showed a significant decrease in the HUPD peaks. This phenomenon is attributed to the 

 

Figure 4.1. Cyclic voltammograms (100 mV s-1) of GC/Pt (Pt NP = 0.64 µg) and GC/Pt 

electrodes that has been immersed in 0.1 mM Bi2O3 + 0.1 M H2SO4 for 5 min, tested in 0.1 

M H2SO4. 

 

site blocking effect of adsorbed Bi over Pt [7, 8] and because of the fact that Bi does not 

adsorb hydrogen  [9]. The modification of Pt with adsorbed Bi did not only decrease the 

sharpness and intensity of HUPD, it also gave an quasi-reversible redox couple [10]. The 

quasi-reversible redox couple with an oxidation peak at ca. 630 mV during the anodic scan 
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and a reduction peak at ca. 485 mV during the cathodic scan is due to oxidation and 

reduction of adsorbed Bi [11]. The position of the redox couple depends on the surface 

orientation as it is dependent on the surface structure [12].  

Fig 4.2 shows cyclic voltammograms of GC/Pt and GC/Pt modified by Bi adsorbed 

at various immersion times. The increment in suppression of HUPD peaks corresponded  

 

 

Figure 4.2. Cyclic voltammograms (100 mV s-1) of GC/Pt (Pt NP = 0.64 µg) electrode 

that has been immersed in 0.1 mM Bi2O3 for x min and tested in 0.1 M H2SO4 at 100 mV 

s-1. 

 

with the time of immersion in the solution of Bi. The continuous suppression of HUPD 

peaks with increasing immersion time shows an increase in the coverage of Pt with Bi ad-

atoms. Hence, coverage of Pt with Bi ad-atom is dependent on the immersion time [13]. 

Moreover, the intensity of the Bi redox couple also corresponded to the immersion time, 

i.e., the greater the immersion time, the larger the coverage of Pt by Bi ad-atoms and higher 

the peak intensity of the Bi redox couple. Also, the onset of the oxidation peak for Bi moved 
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towards negative potential values with the increasing immersion time, or in other words 

with the increase in the coverage of Bi ad-atoms [14]. 

The cyclic voltammograms of Bi modified Pt in the HUPD region did not change 

(there is a change in the intensity but overall shape and position of peaks with respect to 

potential axis did not change) with immersion time in the solution of Bi. This indicates the 

nonselective adsorption of Bi over polycrystalline Pt [15].  

Fig 4.3 compares the potential dependent behaviour of Bi and Sb modified Pt. The 

Sb modified Pt cyclic voltammogram has been included for the purpose of comparison of 

stability with GC/Pt-Bi. In the case of GC/Pt-Bi, the redox couple (Fig 4.1) can not be 

observed till ca. 500 mV. The redox couple appeared as soon as the scan limit is set above 

ca. 520 mV. Moreover, the redox couple of Bi ad-atoms is almost reversible until ca. 590 

mV (Fig 4.2).  

 

Figure 4.3. Cyclic voltammograms (100 mV s-1) of GC/Pt (Pt NP = 0.64 µg) electrodes 

that has been immersed in x min in 0.1 mM Bi2O3 or 0.1 mM Sb2O3 and tested in 0.1 M 

H2SO4. 
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However, the reversibility of the redox couple of Bi ad-atom diminished with 

increase in the upper potential limit (˂ 590 mV) as shown in Fig 4.1. Hence, the stability 

of Bi-ad atom depends on the upper potential limit and it is ca. 590 mV vs. SCE.  Therefore, 

the upper potential limit must be restricted to ˂ ca.590 mV in order to avoid the desorption 

of Bi ad-atoms from the Pt [14]. In the case of Sb ad-atoms, the  redox couple was observed 

at ca. 450 mV (Fig 4.3). Therefore the upper potential limit for Sb ad-atoms is less than for 

Bi ad-atoms. Hence, adsorbed Bi over Pt is more stable than Sb ad-atoms.  

The stability is dependent on the upper potential limit as shown in the Figures 4.1, 

4.2 and 4.3 and desorption is attributed to the formation of unstable oxy-species of Bi and 

Sb [16]. The onset potential of leaching or desorption of the less noble metals (Bi, Sb) via 

oxidation corresponds closely to that predicted from Pourbix diagrams [17].  

The group V elements (As, Sb and Bi) have s2p3 valence shells. Hence, there are 

five electrons available for bonding. The three p orbitals overlap with three surface Pt 

atoms, while two s electrons combine with an oxygen atom. Hence, the oxygenated metal 

species are reduced via solution deposition known as adsorption of ad-atoms over the Pt 

surface [18]. As far as the stability of Bi ad-atoms is concerned, it is attributed to the 

Bi0/Bi2+ redox couple that gives the reversible peak at 590 mV as shown in Figure 4.2. The 

surafce redox process is related either to 

Biad + 2H2O                         [Bi(OH)2]ad + 2H+ + 2e-   (4.1) 

                    or 

          Biad + 2H2O                        [BiO]ad + 2H+ + 2e-      (4.2)[7] 
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 An earlier X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) study suggested that the 

irreversibly adsorbed Bi does not change its valence state for different potentials and it 

remains in its zero valent-state [7].  However, recent  XPS data confirms the presence of 

both metallic and oxy-species of Bi on Pt surfaces [16]. 

As discussed above, there is no consensus regarding the nature of the peak (redox 

couple peak at 590 mV in Fig 4.2). The original proposition was based on the chemical 

equations (4.1, 4.2) [19], while XPS data suggested otherwise (zerovalent state of Bi).  Ultra 

high vacuum studies suggest that the charge under the peak at 590 mV in Fig 4.2 is not due 

to the Bi0/Bi2+ redox couple. It has been attributed to anion adsorption/desorption (e.g., 

OHad)
 and this is the surface process creating the pseudocapacitance of the peak previously 

regarded as a redox couple of Bi [7].  

The adsorption of ad-atoms is in the form of islands randomly distributed without 

any preference for site on the polycrystalline Pt nanoparticles surface. There are always 

void spaces between the islands of Bi ad-atoms and the morphology does not change with 

oxidation of the Bi ad-atoms except the addition of oxygen species (most probably O2- or 

OH-) [20]. The induced adsorption of OHad onto Pt sites neighbouring the Bi ad-atom has 

been proposed at a potential that is lower than that for OHad on the unmodified Pt surface 

[7]. The XPS data also confirms the presence of metallic Bi and its oxy species on the Pt 

surface after immersion in Bi solution under open-circuit conditions [16]. X-ray diffraction 

(XRD) analysis of the Bi ad-atom modified Pt showed that there is no alloy formation 

between the two metals and Bi ad-atoms merely exist as an adsorbed species at the surface 

of Pt [2]. 
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To summarzie the above discussion, it can be concluded that the Bi ad-atoms exist 

as metallic Bi along with oxygenated species after the immersion of Pt in Bi solution. The 

metallic Bi atoms are reversibly oxidized (590 mV) and Bi ad-atoms are stable over Pt. 

However, if the upper potential is increased above 590 mV, the Bi ad-atoms are oxidized 

irreversibly and desorb from the surface of Pt. The presence of adsorbed Bi at the surface 

of Pt induces the adsorption of OHad over the neighbouring Pt sites at lower potential than 

the oxidation of Pt itself. The amount of adsorbed Bi increases with the immersion time. 

The charge under the HUPD decreases with an increase in the adsorption of Bi ad-atoms 

over Pt and the onset potential of the Bi redox couple decreases (towards negative potential) 

with increase in the immersion time.  

4.2.2 Electroactivity of Bi modified Pt versus immersion time 

Fig 4.4 shows the relationship between the coverage of Pt by Bi ad-atoms and 

immersion time in  an acidic solution of Bi. At about one min of immersion in Bi solution, 

there is an approximately 15% coverage of Pt by Bi ad-atoms. As immersion time increases, 

coverage increases steadily until it reaches a value of about 44% at an immersion time of 

30 min.  The coverage value corresponding to an immersion time of 40 min was lower than 

for an immersion time of 30 min and this is likely due to experimental error.  
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Figure 4.4. Relationship between Pt coverage by Bi ad-atoms and immersion time. 

 

The maximum coverage achieved at an immersion time of 30 min was  ca. 44%. 

We could not achieve higher coverage and this may be explained by the lack of availability 

of oxygentaed Bi species at the low pH value of 0.1 mM Bi2O3 dissolved in  0.1 M H2SO4. 

The lack of availability of oxygenated species at low pH values can be justified by Figure 

4.5 which represents the speciation of Bi in acidic solution. We know that the pH of the 

solution of  0.1 mM Bi dissolved in 0.1 M H2SO4 is approximately 1. As shown in Figure 

4.5, at pH ≈1 and 0.1 mM Bi(III), the corresponding oxygented Bi species concentration 

will be very low. As the pH value increases, the corresponding concentration of hydroxide 

species of Bi increases.  
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Fig 4.5. Speciation of Bi(ӀӀӀ) in acidic solution (figure used with permission) [21]. 

 

The lack of oxygenated species at pH ≈ 1 was further investigated by using solutions 

of slightly different pH. Figure 4.6 shows voltammograms of Bi modified Pt for formic 

acid oxidation. The GC electrode drop coated with Pt was immersed for 5 min in a solution 

of 0.1 mM Bi2O3 in 0.1 M H2SO4 and a solution of 0.1 mM Bi2O3 in 0.5 M H2SO4. The 

results for the oxidation of formic acid are shown in Figure 4.6. There is a clear difference 

in the performance of the two electrodes. The Pt modified with Bi in 0.5 M H2SO4 gave 

only ca. 359 µA at 350 mV for formic acid oxidation, while Pt modified with Bi dissolved 

in 0.1 M H2SO4 gave a current of 1770 µA at 350 mV. Also, there is a difference in the 

onset potential for the two electrodes for formic acid oxidation. The difference in the onset 

potential and peak current for formic oxidation for the two electrodes (Pt modified with Bi 

dissolved in 0.1 M H2SO4 or 0.5 M H2SO4) can be attributed to the amount of Bi adsorbed 

at the Pt surface (see below) and the amount of Bi adsorbed therefore appears to be dictated 
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by the amount of oxygenated Bi species at different pH values. This has been subsequently 

confirmed by another group member [22]. 

 

Fig 4.6. Second anodic scan of voltammograms of GC/Pt (Pt NP 1.25 µL = 0.64 µg) 

electrodes that has been immersed for 5 min in 0.1 mM Bi2O3 dissolved in 0.1 M H2SO4 

and 0.5 M H2SO4 and tested in 0.1 M H2SO4 + 0.5 M HCOOH at 10 mV s-1. 

 

Fig 4.7 shows voltammograms for oxidation of formic acid at other Bi modified Pt 

electrodes and a Pt electrode. The Pt electrodes were modified by immersion in Bi solution 

for different times. The purpose of the experiment was to establish the role of Bi modified 

Pt for formic acid oxidation and to find an optimum time of immersion for the modification 

of Pt with Bi ad-atoms.   
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Fig. 4.7. Second anodic scan of voltammograms (10 mV s-1) of GC/Pt (Pt NP = 0.64 µg) 

electrodes that have been immersed for x min in 0.1 mM Bi2O3 dissolved in 0.1 M H2SO4 

and tested in 0.1 M H2SO4 + 0.5 M HCOOH. 

 

In comparison to the formic acid oxidation currents for the Pt electrode, the Bi 

modified electrodes gave high currents at low potential values. The formic acid oxidation 

current values also increased with increasing immersion time of the Pt electrode in the Bi 

solution which corresponds to an increasing coverage of Bi adsorbed over the Pt surface. 

Hence, formic acid oxidation efficiency depends on the coverage of Pt by Bi [13]. Beside 

peak current values, there is a clear difference in the onset potential values for formic acid 

oxidation for the Bi modified Pt electrodes with respect to the Pt electrode. The onset 

potential values for formic acid oxidation decreased with increasing immersion time. This 

reduction in the overpotential indicates the promotion of the dehydrogenation (direct) 

pathway for formic acid oxidation [2]. A decrease in the onset potential led to peak formic 

acid oxidation rates at potentials close to 500 mV. Hence, the potential window for formic 
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acid oxidation by a Bi modified electrode was set to 500 mV instead of 800 mV as in the 

case of Pt electrodes. The decrease in the potential window from 800 mV to 500 mV was 

also necessary to avoid the oxidation of Bi ad-atoms that may lead to their desorption [14].  

The onset potential for oxidation of Bi ad-atoms was ca. 480 mV (Fig 4.3). A part 

of formic acid oxidation occurred at partially oxidized Bi-ad atoms. According to the 

literature, dehydration and dehydrogenation of formic acid cannot take place at reduced Bi 

ad-atoms; instead, partially oxidized Bi can facilitate an oxidation path that does not 

involve poisoning of the catalyst [13]. A shift in the onset potential to lower potential values 

due to the inhibition of poisoning (CO formation) is of key importance for practical 

applications of fuel cells. A higher power density can be achieved by a fuel cell with an 

anode that could work at low potential values which favors the stabilization of adsorbed 

ad-atoms on the Pt surface, resulting in prolonged catalyst life [23]. 

Adsorption of Bi on Pt is dictated by the surface structure and one Bi ad-atom takes 

three Pt sites [2]. The adsorbed Bi does not form a closely packed layer over the Pt surface 

and hence provides reactant molecules direct access to Pt atoms in an electrode reaction 

[2]. Ad-atoms block a fraction of the Pt surface and inhibit poison formation [24]. In other 

words, adsorption of Bi on the Pt surface creates isolated regions of Pt and this gives the Pt 

surface an ensemble size that decreases as the coverage of Bi increases. According to the 

third body effect phenomenon, a Pt site nearby a Bi ad-atom is necessary for the oxidation 

of formic acid [24]. Hence a variation in ensemble size plays a critical role for the oxidation 

reaction of formic acid [13]. Therefore, as the immersion time was increased (Fig 4.7), the 

coverage increased (less Pt sites are available for poisoning by CO) corresponding to a 
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decreased ensemble size and high activity for formic acid oxidation. In the literature, an 

ensemble size of diameter of 2 nm is said to be a critical size for the dehydration pathway 

of formic acid electro-oxidation by Bi modified Pt electrocatalysts [2, 13]. Also, 

theoretically it is suggested that an increase in Bi coverage increases the direct pathway of 

formic acid electro-oxidation by electronic modification of Pt [2].  

Fig 4.8 shows the relationship between Bi coverage and Bi modified Pt 

electroactivity for the electro-oxidation of formic acid. We can see that there is a large 

improvement of electroactivity for a small coverage of Bi (12%). 

 

Fig. 4.8. % Coverage (Bi) vs electroactivity of Bi modified Pt. 

According to a theoretical model [24] devised for the electro-oxidation of formic 

acid in sulfuric acid for Bi modified Pt, Bi is considered to be randomly deposited on the 

Pt surface and the activity of the electrode surface is directly proportional to paired Pt-Bi 

sites. At low Bi coverage, there is a significant increase in the electroactivity as new pairs 
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Pt-Bi are created. The increase in activity continues linearly with coverage until there is a 

loss (high coverage of Bi) of free Pt sites required for the oxidation reaction of formic acid. 

High coverage will not create new pairs; instead there is a loss of Pt sites [25]. However, 

we see just a linear relationship between coverage and activity (Fig 4.8) as we could not 

achieve high enough coverage to observe the loss of activity.  

4.2.3 Electroactivity of Pt modified by ad-atoms for formic acid oxidation 

Fig 4.9 shows electroactivity for formic acid oxidation versus coverage (%) of ad-

atoms (Bi, Sb) on Pt.  

 

Fig 4.9. The electroactivity for formic acid oxidation versus coverage (%) of Pt by   

Bi and Sb ad-atoms. 

 

The data for the Sb ad-atoms have been added for comparison with Bi. There is a 

difference between the coverage values of Bi and Sb ad-atoms on the surface of the Pt. The 
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about 44%. Also, in the beginning at 5 min deposition, the coverage values differ even 

more as it is only 3% for Sb, while Bi gave 16% coverage. The difference in the coverage 

of the Pt by Bi and Sb under the same conditions such as pH, metal solution concentration 

and an immersion time could be explained by the nature of the adsorption phenomenon of 

the two metal atoms (Sb, Bi). The adsorption depends on the crystal structure of the 

substrate, nature of the adsorbent and its atomic radius. The atomic radius governs the site 

requirement for an ad-atom over the substrate. We know that the atomic radii of Sb and Bi 

are 1.61 Å and 1.82 Å respectively [18]. The atomic radius of Pt is 1.38 Å. Hence, it is 

obvious that the ad-atoms (Bi, Sb) would be adsorbed over more than one Pt site. The 

observed values for the Bi and Sb ad-atoms are 2.5 and 3.0 Pt site [18]. The probability of 

finding 2.5 Pt (for Sb ad-atom) sites may be slightly more than 3.0 Pt (for Bi ad-atom) [18]. 

However, due to the difference in atomic radii, the lattice misfit may affect the adsorption 

phenomenon. The contribution of lattice misfit is obvious in the case of crystal structures 

of Pt such as (Pt(111), Pt(100), Pt(320), Pt(321))  as different crystal structures give 

different values of charge and hence the number of sites required for the adsorption of Sb 

ad-atoms [26]. A detailed morphology study of Bi and Sb modified Pt (Pt NP) could be 

helpful to find out the reason for the different coverage values.   

 

4.2.4 Optimum metal solution concentration for adsorption of Bi over Pt NP  

In order to find an optimum concentration of metal solution (Bi), different 

concentrations of Bi2O3 were used at a constant immersion time (5 min) followed by testing 

the electrodes for formic acid oxidation. The resultant voltammograms are shown in Fig 
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4.10. The highest  concentration of Bi2O3 used was 0.1 mM as it was not possible to dissolve  

higher amounts of Bi2O3 in 0.1 M H2SO4. The Pt electrode modified with 0.1 mM Bi2O3 

gave the highest current and lowest onset potential for oxidation of formic acid compared 

to the other concentrations of metal oxide (0.001 mM Bi2O3 and 0.01 mM Bi2O3 dissolved 

in 0.1 M H2SO4). Hence, the optimum and highest possible concentration of metal oxide in 

0.1 M H2SO4 for modification of Pt electrode for formic acid oxidation is 0.1 mM Bi2O3. 

 

Fig. 4.10. Second anodic scan of voltammograms (10 mV s-1) of GC/Pt (Pt NP = 0.64 µg) 

electrodes that has been immersed for 5 min in x mM Bi2O3 dissolved in 0.1 M H2SO4 and 

tested in 0.1 M H2SO4 + 0.5 M HCOOH. 

 

4.2.5 Constant potential evaluation of Bi modified Pt for formic acid oxidation 

Chronoamperometry (CA) results are used to assess the resistance of catalysts to 

poisoning and the stability of the catalyst for an extended period of time for practical 

applications. As shown in Fig 4.11 both types of electrodes (Pt modified with Bi and Sb) 

show high currents compared to Pt alone. The higher initial current may be due to rapid 
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change to an applied potential [27]. There is a slight difference in the electroactivity of Bi 

and Sb modified Pt electrodes and this difference could be attributed to the difference in 

the coverage of Bi and Sb ad-atoms (Fig 4.9). The continuous decrease in the current with 

time (Fig 4.11) could be due to poisoning of the Pt sites and leaching of the ad-atoms (Sb, 

Bi). The loss of ad-atoms (leaching) at low potential values compared to observed oxidation 

potential values for Bi and Sb in Fig 4.3 could be attributed to the presence of formic acid 

in the solution (HCOOH+H2SO4) [17, 25]. The ad-atoms are lost via leaching of less noble 

metals (Sb, Bi) leaving behind a Pt rich surface susceptible for the poisoning [17, 28].  

The CA experiments confirmed the high activity of Bi or Sb modified Pt. The high 

activity in constant potential experiments and in cyclic voltammetric experiments shown 

by the ad-atom modified Pt catalysts originates from the ensemble effect and a continuous 

decrease in activity shown in CA experiments is due to leaching of adsorbed ad-atoms 

(HCOOH+H2SO4)  [17, 25]. 
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Fig. 4.11. Chronoamperometry at 100 mV for GC/Pt and GC/Pt immersed in 0.1 mM Sb2O3 

/ 0.1 mM Bi2O3 versus time and tested in 0.1 M H2SO4 + 0.5 M HCOOH. 

4.2.6 Formic acid oxidation by Pt NP modified by (Bi + Sb)    

Fig 4.12 shows voltammograms for formic acid oxidation at Pt, and Pt modified by 

both Bi and Sb ad-atoms. The purpose of these experiments was to study the combined 

(Bi+Sb) ad-atom modification effect of Pt towards formic acid oxidation. As discussed 

above, Bi and Sb ad-atoms improve the catalytic activity of Pt via a third body effect 

through ensemble formation and probably via an electronic effect (modification of 

electronic properties of Pt to increase the electroactivity). The combined effect of Bi and 

Sb ad-atoms for the improvement Pt activity has been demonstrated in Fig 4.12 as we can 

see that there is a clear difference in the onset potential between Bi (ca. -150 mV) modified 

Pt and Bi+Sb (onset potential ca. -210 mV) modified Pt. Although the maximum current is 

almost the same in both cases (Fig 4.12), the negative shift of the onset potential to ca. -
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210 mV for (Bi+Sb modified Pt) clearly shows the improvement in electrocatalytic activity 

for formic acid oxidation.  

 

Fig. 4.12. Second anodic scan of voltammograms (10 mV s-1) of GC/Pt (Pt NP = 0.64 µg) 

and GC/Pt electrodes immersed for 30 min in 0.1 mM Bi2O3, 0.1 mM Sb2O3 and 0.05 mM 

(Bi2O3+ Sb2O3) dissolved in 0.1 M H2SO4 and tested in 0.1 M H2SO4 + 0.5 M HCOOH. 

 

4.2.7 PANI support effect for Pt and Bi modified Pt for formic acid oxidation 

Fig 4.13 shows cyclic voltammograms of GC/Pt and GC/PANI/Pt electrodes in 0.1 

M H2SO4.  The presence of PANI is clearly indicated by peaks at ca. 120 mV and ca. 690 

mV along with enhanced current above 0 mV. The peaks above 0 mV for cyclic 

voltammogarms of PANI are the electro-oxidation peaks of PANI. Peaks under 0 mV 

represent the HUPD region [4, 29] . In order to avoid the degradation of PANI by electro-

oxidation, the positive potential was set to 800 mV for the blanks (Fig 4.13) and an even 

lower potential value (400 mV) for the study of support effect for ad-atom modified Pt (Fig 

4.14).  
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Fig. 4.13. Cyclic voltammograms (100 mV s-1) of GC/Pt and GC/PANI/Pt electrodes in 

0.1 M H2SO4. 

The presence of PANI did not have a significant effect on the HUPD region. This 

probably indicates that the utilization of the Pt active area being similar to Pt without any 

support material underneath. The only way to observe the presence of a third body effect 

or ensemble effect is the suppression of the HUPD peaks as observed in the case of ad-

atoms. A slight decrease in the anodic HUPD peaks may be a misleading indicator of a 

decrease in electroactive area of the electrode, since experimentally calculated (via Cu 

underpotential deposition) electroactive area values were higher for electrodes with a PANI 

support than GC electrodes drop coated with Pt NP [30]. Hence, the support material can 

increase the utilization of the area of the Pt [4, 30]. 

Fig 4.13 shows linear sweep voltammograms (LSVs) for the GC/Pt and 

GC/PANI/Pt electrodes in 0.1 M H2SO4 and 0.5 M HCOOH. There is a significant 

difference in the peak heights of voltammograms of the two electrodes.  
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Fig. 4.14. Second anodic scan of voltammograms (10 mV s-1) of GC/Pt and GC/PANI/Pt 

electrodes in 0.1 M H2SO4 + 0.5 M HCOOH. 

 

The peak at ca. 300 mV corresponds to the direct pathway for oxidation of formic 

acid for the GC/Pt electrode and the corresponding peak for the GC/PANI/Pt electrode has 

roughly 5 times higher current. There is also a significant difference in the onset potential 

for the direct pathway which is ca. 0 mV for GC/Pt while the onset potential for the 

GC/PANI/Pt is ca. -100 mV. Similarly, the peaks for the indirect pathway of formic acid 

oxidation have different current values, although there is almost no difference in the onset 

potential. The difference in the peak heights that corresponds to the current values strongly 

suggests a synergic effect between the polymer support and Pt nanoparticles [30]. The 

origin of the synergic effect between Pt NP and the polymer support is believed to be a 

mechanistic and/or an electronic effect [4]. It may also be due to better dispersion and/or 

enhanced transport properties [5]. The porous structure, high surface area, and high 

electrical conductivity of the polymer make it possible to shuttle electrons through the 
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polymer chains along with dispersion of the metal nanoparticles. All these effects improve 

the overall catalytic activity as demonstrated in Figure 4.14 [31].  

In Figure 4.13, we can see that there is a higher current for the indirect pathway for 

oxidation of formic acid for the GC/Pt/PANI electrode compared to the GC/Pt electrode. 

This indicates that the support effect of the polymer does not inhibit poisoning of Pt by CO, 

instead it facilitates the oxidation of CO. Hence, a bifunctional mechanism involving 

adsorption of OH to oxidize CO cannot be ruled out. Therefore, the support effect of PANI 

could be explained by both electronic and bifunctional mechanisms [29].  

Fig 4.14 shows LSVs of GC/Pt, GC/PANI/Pt, as well as Bi modified GC/Pt and 

GC/PANI/Pt for formic acid oxidation at 10 mV s-1. The purpose of these experiments was 

to test the support effect of the polymer along with ad-atom modified Pt (Bi modified 

GC/PANI/Pt) for formic acid oxidation. The positive potential voltage was set to 350 mV 

to avoid desorption of ad-atom and the oxidation of PANI. Comparing peak currents for 

the direct pathway of oxidation of formic acid by GC/PANI/Pt and Bi modified 

GC/PANI/Pt, there is an improvement of 4 times in the value of peak current at ca. 350 mV 

for Bi modified GC/PANI/Pt versus GC/PANI/Pt and this improvement can be attributed 

to the catalytic effect of Bi modified Pt as discussed previously.  

A combined or synergic effect of Bi modified Pt and the polymer support can be 

observed in Figure 4.13 when comparing LSVs peaks for formic acid oxidation by Bi 

modified GC/Pt and Bi modified GC/PANI/Pt. The onset potential is similar for both the 

electrodes while there is a considerable difference in the peak current (Bi modified GC/Pt 
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≈ 930 µA, Bi modified GC/PANI/Pt ≈ 1300 µA at ca. 350 mV). This clearly shows the 

improvement in electroactivity for Bi modified Pt having PANI as support. 

 

 

Fig.4.15. Second anodic scan of voltammograms of GC/Pt, GC/PANI/Pt, Bi modified 

GC/Pt and Bi modified GC/PANI/Pt electrodes in 0.1 M H2SO4 + 0.5 M HCOOH at 10 

mV s-1. 
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4.3 Conclusions 

This work reports the enhancement of electroactivity for the oxidation of formic 

acid by modification of Pt nanoparticles with Bi ad-atoms. The presence of Bi ad-atoms 

increases the Pt activity via a third body effect (impeding poisoning of Pt by CO) and 

possibly by an electronic effect [1]. The difference in the catalytic activity of Bi modified Pt 

relative to Pt was roughly 80 times for oxidation of formic acid in an acidic medium (0.1 M 

H2SO4). Modification of Pt was carried out by a solution immersion method at open circuit 

potential and there was a linear relationship between the immersion time and adsorption of 

Bi on the surface of the Pt. There was a linear correlation between the electroactivity for 

formic acid oxidation and coverage (%) of Bi ad-atoms on the Pt. The optimum time for 

immersion was found to be 40 min. Moreover, the optimum concentration of the metal 

solution for deposition was found to be 0.1 mM Bi2O3 for 0.1 M H2SO4 solutions. Also the 

acid solution molarity plays a critical role for deposition. A higher pH acid solution (0.1 M 

H2SO4), was found to be better than 0.5 M H2SO4. This has been attributed to the higher 

concentration of oxygenated metal species available to be adsorbed onto the Pt. The 

maximum coverage (%) obtained was about 43%. The stability of the ad-atoms of Bi was 

also evaluated and it was found that the stability of ad-atoms is highly dependent on the 

applied positive potential limit. The positive potential limit should not be more than 550 mV 

vs. SCE in order to avoid desorption.   

PANI was used as a polymer support with both Pt and Pt modified with Bi ad-atoms 

and showed improvement in the electroactivity for formic acid oxidation. PANI improved 

both the onset potential as well as the peak current for formic acid oxidation, when used 
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with Pt. However, in the case of Bi ad-atom modified Pt, PANI only showed an increase in 

the peak current for formic acid oxidation.  
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5 Summary and Future Work 

Drop coated Pt (Pt NP) on GC electrodes modified by Sb via a solution 

immersion method are shown to produce powerful electrocatalysts for formic acid 

oxidation. GC/Pt-Sb electrocatalysts have shown an improvement of 50 times in the 

electroactivity for formic acid oxidation relative to a GC/Pt electrode. They have also 

shown significant improvement in the onset potential of formic acid oxidation (+100 

mV for GC/Pt, -50 mV for GC/Pt-Sb). The maximum achievable coverage of Sb onto 

Pt was found to be about 33% and the coverage (%) versus electroactivity has been 

found to be linearly correlated. Chronoamperometric studies at constant potential for 

GC/Pt-Sb showed an improved resistance to poisoning (formation of CO) relative to 

GC/Pt.  

The presence of Bi ad-atoms increases the Pt activity via a third body effect 

(impeding poisoning of Pt by CO) and possibly by an electronic effect and the difference in 

the catalytic activity of Bi modified Pt relative to Pt was roughly 80 times for oxidation of 

formic acid in an acidic medium (0.1 M H2SO4). There was a linear relationship between the 

immersion time and adsorption of Bi on the surface of the Pt. There was a linear correlation 

between the electroactivity for formic acid oxidation and coverage (%) of Bi ad-atoms on 

the Pt. The optimum time for immersion was found to be 40 min and the optimum 

concentration of the metal solution for deposition was found to be 0.1 mM Bi2O3 for 0.1 M 

H2SO4 solutions. Also the acid solution molarity plays a critical role for deposition. 

Therefore, the deposition time, pH and concentration of metal solution are key factors for 

the solution deposition method. The stability of the ad-atoms of Bi was also evaluated and it 
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was found that the stability of ad-atoms is highly dependent on the applied positive potential 

limit and the positive potential limit should not be more than 550 mV vs. SCE in order to 

avoid desorption.   

Polymer supports have been found to play a very positive role for the enhancement 

of the electroactivity of Pt electrocatalysts for formic acid oxidation and PANI improved 

both the onset potential as well as the peak current for formic acid oxidation when used 

with Pt. However, in the case of Bi ad-atom modified Pt, PANI only showed an increase in 

the peak current for formic acid oxidation.  

As far as future work is concerned, the major issue that needs to be dealt with is the 

stability of the irreversibly adsorbed ad-atoms (Sb, Bi). There is a need to find a way to 

stop the leaching of adsorbed ad-atoms. This may be achieved by making NP containing 

both Pt and ad-atoms (Sb, Bi), or core-shell NP with either the core or shell with any one 

or both Sb and Bi. Probably, we could stop leaching of adsorbed ad-atoms by coating Pt/Bi 

or Pt/Sb by a thin layer of polymers like PANI or polycarbazole.   


